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Statistics Chapter 3 Date:______
3-1 Basic concepts of Probability and counting 

Example 1  Identify the sample sample space of a probability experiment
A probability experiment consists of tossing a coin and then rolling a six‐sided die. Determine the number of 
outcomes and identify the sample space.  

solution:  TREE DIAGRAM

Example 2 Determine the number of outcomes in each event.  Then decide whether each event is simple or not.  
EXPLAIN

1. For quality control, you randomly select a machine part from a batch that has been manufactured that day.  
Even A is selecting specific defective machine part.

2. You roll a six‐sided die. Event B is rolling at least a 4

solution: Event A has only one outcome:  Choosing a specific defective machine part so the event is a SIMPLE event

solution:  Event B has three outcomes:  Rolling a 4, 5 or 6.  Because the event has more than one outcome NOT SIMPLE

Example 3 Using the fundamental counting principle
You are purchasing a new car.   The possible manufacturers, car sizes, and colors are listed
Manufacturers:  Ford, FM, Honda       Car size:  Compact, Midsize Color:  White, Red, Black, Green
How many different ways can you select one manufacturer, one car size, and one color?  Use a tree diagram

solution:

Example 4:  Using the fundamental counting principle

The access code for a car's security system consists of four digits.  Each digit can be 0 through 9

______ _______ ______ _______ How many access codes are possible if

1. Each digit can be used only once and not repeated

2. Each digit can be repeated

3. Each digit can be repeated but the first one can't be 0 or 1
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3-1 Continued pg. 136 Date:_____

Example 5 Finding Classic probabilities
You roll a die.  Find the probability of each event
1. Event A:   Rolling a 3 2. Event B:  Rolling a 7 3. Event C:  Rolling a number less than 5

solution:  

Example 6 Finding Empirical Probabilities

solution: The event is a response of "it is a serious problem"  The frequency of this event is 123.  The total is 320 so...
P(Serious Problem)= 

Example 7 Using Frequency distributions to find probability

solution:  The event  is selecting an employee who is between 25 and 34 years  old.  In 
your survey, the frequency of this event is 366.  Because the total of the frequencies is 
1000, the probability of selecting an employee between 25‐34 is
P(age 25‐34)=
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3-1 Continued pg. 139 Date:_____

Example 8 Classifying types of probabilities
Classify each statement as an example of Classical probability,Empirical Probability or Subjective probability 
EXPLAIN EACH!!!
1. The prob that you will be married by the age 30 is 0.5
2. The prob that a voter chosen tat random will vote Republican is 0.45
3. The prob of winning a 1000‐ticket raffle with one ticket is 1/1000

solution:  The prob is most likely based on an educated guess.  It is an example of Subjective prob

solution:  Because you know the number of outcomes and each is equally likely, this is an example of classical

solution: This statement is most likely based on a survey of a sample of voters, so it is an example of empirical  

Example 9 Use example 7 data. Find the probability of randomly choosing an 
employee who is NOT between 25‐34 years old

pg. 140 
1114,18,21,28,37,39,56,6266,

69
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Statistics Lesson 3-2 Date:____
Conditional probability and the multiplication Rule pg. 149
Conditional Probability:  probability that two events occur in sequence

Example 1 Finding conditional Probabilities
1. Two cards are selected in sequence from a standard deck.  Find the probablity that the 
second card is a queen, given that the first card is a King.  (Assume that the king is NOT 
replaced)

2. The table shows the results of a study in which researchers examined a Child's IQ and the 
presence of a certain gene in the child.  Find the probability that a child has a high IQ, 
given that the child has the gene. 

Solution:  52 cards in a deck 

Solution

Independent and Dependent Events:  In some experiments one event doesn't affect the 

probability of the other.  Rolling a die and then flipping a coin.  THEY ARE 

INDEPENDENT.  The question of the independence of two or more events is important.  

You can use conditional probs to determine whether events are independent or not

to determine if A and B are INDEPENDENT, first calculate P(B), the probablity of event 

B.  Then Calculate P(B|A). The prob of B, given A.  If the values are equal, then the the 

events are independent.
Example 2 Decide whether the events are independent or dependent

1. Selecting a king from a standard deck (A), not replacing it and then selecting a queen 

from the deck (B)

2. Tossing a coin and getting a head (A), and then rolling a six-sided die and rolling a 6 

(B)

3. Driving over 85 miles an hour (A), and then getting in a car accident (B)

Solution: 

The occurrence of A changes the prob B, so the events are dependent

Solution: 

The occurrence of A doesn't change the prob of the occurrence of B so the events are 

independent

Solution: if you are driving over 85 mph, the chances of getting in a car accident are 

greatly increased, so these events are dependent 
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Statistics Lesson 3-2 continued Date:____
Mulitplication Rule pg. 151 

Example 3:  Using the multiplication rule to find probablities

1. Two cards are selected, without replacement the first card, from a standard decfk.  

Find the prob of selecting a king and then a queen

2.  A coin is tossed and a die is rolled.  Find the prob of getting a head and then rolling a 

6

3. Prob that a salmon swims successfully through a dam is 0.85.   Find the prob that two 

salmon successfully swim through the dam
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Assign:  pg.152 
5,6,7,9,11,15,17,21,25,28,
30 

Statistics Lesson 3-2 continued Date:____
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Statistics Lesson 3-3 Date:_____
The Addition Rule pg. 160

Example 1: Mutually exclusive events
Decide if the events are mutually exclusive.  EXPLAIN your reasoning
1. Event A :  Roll a 3 on a die 2. Event A:  Randomly select a male 
    Event B:  Roll a 4 on a die    Event B:  Randomly select a nursing major

3. Event A:  Randomly select a blood donor with type O blood
    Event B:  Randomly select a female blook donor

Solution:  The first event has one outcome
a 3, Event B also has one outcome a 4, These
outcomes cannot occur at the same time, so
The events are mutually exclusive

Solution: Because the students can be a 
male nursing major, the events are NOT 
mutually exclusive 

Solution:Because the donor can be a female with type O blood,  the events are NOT 

mutually exclusive

Example 2:  Using the addition Rule to find probabilities
1.You select a card from a standard deck.  Find the probability 
that the card is a 4 or an ace

2. You roll a die.  Find the probability of rolling a number less than 
three or rolling an odd number

Solution:  

Solution:  

Solution:  
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Statistics Lesson 3-3 Continued Date:_____

Solution:  
1.

Assign:  pg.165 36, 
7,11,12,17,19,21,23
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Statistics Lesson 3-4 Date:________
Permutations, combinations and applications

Example 1: The objective of a 9X9 sudoku number puzzle is to fill 

in the grid so that each row, each column, and each 3X3 grid 

contains the digits 1 to 9.  How many different ways can the first 

row of a blank 9X9 grid be filled?
Solution:

Example 2:  Find the number of ways of forming three-digit codes in which no digit is 

repeated   
Solution:

Example 3: Permutation of n objects taken r at a time

43 race cars started the 2007 Daytona 500. How many ways can the car finish 1st, 2nd, 

3rd 
Solution:

Example 4 distinguishable permutations

a building contractor is planning to develop a subdivision.  The subdivision is to consist 

of 6 one-story houses, 4 two-story houses, and 2 split level houses.  IN how many 

distinguishable ways can the house be arranged?
Solution: There are to be 12 houses in the subdivision, 6 of which are of one story type, 4 

of two-story, and 2 of the third type (split level)  So 
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Statistics Lesson 3-4 continued

Example 5 Finding the number combinations

A state's department of transportation plans to develop a new section of interstate highway 

and receives 16 bids for the project.  The state plans to hire four of the bidding companies.  

How many combinations of four companies can be selected from the 16 companies?

Solution: The state is selecting four companies from a group of 16, so n=16 and r=4/  

Because order is NOT important 

Assign:  pg.174 36,12,
16,18,20,25,29,34,41,42,
49,5962
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:n==::.3j if 1..11;r= r


You work for the company that runs the Powerball lottery. Powerball is


a lottery game in which five white balls are chosen from a drum
containing 55 balls and one red ball is chosen from a drum containing
42 balls. To win the jackpot, a player must match all five white balls and


the red ball. Other winners and their prizes are also shown in
the table.


Working in the public relations department, you handle many


inquiries from the media and from lottery players. You receive the


following e-maii.


You list the probability of matching only the red ball as


1169 . I know from my statistics class that the probability of
winning is the ratio o.f the number of successfttl outcomes
to the total nuntber of otLtcomes. Could you please explain
why the probability of matching only the red boll is ll69?


Your job is to answer this question, using the probability techniques
you have learned in this chapter to justify your answer. In answering


the question, assume only one ticket is purchased.


i5


1. How Would You Do It?
(a) How would you investigate the question about the probability


of matching only the red ball?


(b) What statistical methods taught in this chapter would
you use?


Answering the Question
Write an explanation that answers the question about the
probability of matching only the red ball. Include in your
explanation any probability formulas that justify your explanation'


Another Question
You receive another question asking how the overall probability
of winning a prize in the Powerball lottery is determined. The


overall probability of winning a prize in the Powerball lottery is
1/37. Write an expianation that answers the question and include
any probability formulas that justify your explanation.


tu####@
www.musl.com


r1146,1.07,962


rl3,s63,6oe


11s84,432


r114,254


1111,927


112e1


1174s


1172'7


1l6e


Where Is Powerball Played?
Powerball is played in 29 states,


Washington, D.C., and the
U.S. Mrgin Islands


U-S V


\L


irgin Islands


<.,,h;r^ | .^,-:l


5 white


4 white. 1 red


4 rvhite


3 white, 1 red


3 white


2 white, 1 red


1 white


1 red


Jackpot


$100,000


$s,000


$100


$100


$7


$z


$4


qi







a) Q.524


3) 0.51 5


:) 0.536


t) 0.773


-.) 0.023


') 0.671


l) 0.097


^) 0.s7s
'.ot mutually exclusive. A golfer
:an score the best round in a


':ur-round tournament and still
:se the tournament.


)ependent. One event can


,1ect the occurrence of the
.:cond event.


:) 518,665


3) 1


:t 551 ,299
.) 0.941


:) 0.00000181


: r 0.999998
j 50,000


a>7,720


CHAPTER QUIZ 189


Take this quiZ as you would take a quiz in class. After you are done, check your


work against the answers given in the back of the book.


1. The table shows the number (in thousands) of earned degrees conferred in the


United States in the year 2004by level and gender. (Source: Notionol Centcr Jttr


Education Stotistics)


A person who earned a degree in the year 2004 is randomly selected. Find the


probability of selecting someone who


(a) earned a bachelor's degree.


(b) earned a bachelor's degree given that the person is a female.


(c) earned a bachelor's degree given that the person is not a female'


(d) earned an associate degree or a bachelor's degree'


(e) earned a doctorate given that the person is a male.


(f) earned a master's degree or is a female.


(g) earned an associate degree and is a male.


(h) is a female given that the person earned a bachelor's degree.


2. Decide if the events are mutually exclusive. Then decide if the events are


independent or dependent. Explain your reasoning.


Event -4: A golfer scoring the best round in a four-round tournament
Event B: Losing the golf tournament


3. A shipment of 150 television sets contains 3 defective units. Determine how


many ways a vending company can buy three of these units and receive (a) no


defective units, (b) all defective units, and (c) at least one good unit.


4. In Exercise 3, find the probability of the vending company receiving (a) no


defective units, (b) all defective units, and (c) at least one good unit.


5. The access code for a warehouse's security system consists of six digits. The


first digit cannot be 0 and the last digit must be even. How many different


codes are available?


6. From a pool of 30 candidates, the offices of president, vice president, secretary,


and treasurer will be filled. In how many different ways can the offices


be filled?
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